
The Science of Story Structure
(& The Art of Story Telling)

Preface
As excerpted from "Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary":

ART: Creative work generally, or its principles; the making or doing
of things that have form and beauty.

SCIENCE: Systemized knowledge derived from observation, study, and
experimentation carried on in order to determine the nature
or principles of what is being studied.

The art of story telling is one thing, but the science of story structure? You bet.
Treating story structure as a science can free you (as an author) from the confusion of
story structure so that you can concentrate on telling a story. If you allow the basic
assumption that we can separate a story from the story telling, then we will give you
tools to analyze and construct the foundations of a good story. We will show you how
story structure can be broken into two levels: Motivation and Situation, and when you
put them into motion you have a story. We will also show you that following a few
simple rules lets you produce a satisfying and successful story. Lastly, we will
demonstrate how the telling of a story can enhance or detract from the basic content of
the story and show you how to use story telling techniques to your advantage ..As one
writer is better than another, story telling abilities vary. We want this book to provide
you with the ability to create sound story structure so your abilities are not diminished
by faulty construction.

Aboutface
No this is not a retraction, but rather an explanation

Every successful story is a blend of four basic aspects: a Moral level, a Plot level, a
Story Telling level, and a Point of View. It is our belief that "understanding the world
around us and within us" is a fundamental reason for our obsession with stories. With
that in mind, we will show you how to break a story down into its basic parts. We will
show you how to recognize if a story is "Simple" or "Complex" and how to change it
from one to the other. How to create characters that belong to a story. We will show
you how to determine if a story is good, why it is is good, and if it bad, how to make it
good. When it comes right down to it, we are going to show you how you can analyze
or construct a successful story on your own.

There are over a dozen books that espouse a way to construct and/or analyze a story.
Why this book? All of the other methods tell you that you start with a conflict and
resolve it at the end of the story. If you believe in the traditional three act drama, this
satisfies the beginning and end, the first and third act. But what about the middle of
your story? What happens in the second act? And if you believe in more free form
storytelling, there is still the question of what should happen between the point when
the conflict is introduced and it is resolved. What do you do with that?
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WHAT IS A STORY

Story is made up of:

1. Story line

2. Story telling

In the purest sense, a storyline is a sequence of events. It need not have a beginning,
a middle, or an end. It need not have characters. It is the progression of one event to
the next.

Storytelling is the way we are introduced to a storyline or introduce a storyline to
others. The additional dimension that storytelling adds is the perceptions that use to
understand and/or relate the story. These perceptions include language, prejudices,
sensorial handicaps and talents -- anything that we, as cognitive beings, use to
process the information presented in the story.

New Method of Story Analysis
Old method incomplete
New Method -- Overall

1. A Moral Decision

2. Characters to enact the decision process

3. A PLOT, which is to say characters, places, and things organized in a
sequence of events that illustrate the process of making the moral decision.

4. A Point of View.

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERS

Same character types appeared in every successful story.

Morality play -- decision to be made/ Quest to be achieved.

All characters in story represent aspects of the human mind trying to solve the human
problem.

Simple Character
Complex Character
Simple Story -- Simple Plot
Complex Story -- Multiple Plots

Moral Dilemma
The "Quest"
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STUFF FROM OLD NOTES

CHARACTERS

In order to successfully create a dramatic story, it is necessary to have certain
character "types". These "types" can be separated and labelled as such:

The PRIMARY CHARACTER (Protagonist)
The ANT AGON 1ST
The GUARDIAN
The CONTAGONIST
The SECONDARY CHARACTERS
The SIDEKICK
The SUBORDINATE CHARACTERS

Sidekick is there so FC can externalize his thoughts

Antagonist is there as an aspect of the "plot" to constantly confront "us" with the
"problem".

Now comes the separation between character & plot.

Two complete structures that run concurrently (overly) in every successful script.

Character Development -> Plot development

In both CD and PO, each of the characters have a beginning, Middle, and End.

Characters interrelating in CD
B Characters interrelating in PO
CD interrelating with PD.

WHAT IS A GOOD STORY?, or WHAT MAKES A STORY GOOD?

Ah, those are completely different.

Depending what you interpret as good, a "good" story is a story that succeeds at what
the storyteller is trying to convey.
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The successful blend of the moral Dilemma and the quest, plus an interesting, unique
and enjoyable method of storytelling makes a story good.

Just as important

We found that the same essential character types appear in every successful
screenplay.

Morality Play -- Decision to be made/Quest to be achieved.

All essential characters in a story represent aspects of the human mind trying to solve
the human problem.

New Method of Story Analysis

Old Methods Incomplete

New Method

Every satisfactory story consists of five basic elements:

1. A Moral Dilemma/Decision

2. Characters representing aspects of the Moral Dilemma.

3. A Storyline

4. A Plotline

5. A Point of View.

Before going any further, we wish to explain some of our basic assumptions.

1. Human mind seeks order/balance (lack of conflict).

2. Conflict arises from the human mind's inability to maintain balance.
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Chapter 0 (psychology of storytelling - what works
and why)

The Moral Dilemma
The chief reason for conflict in our lives arises from the differences between:

1. The perceived world.

One of the elements that make us think that we are
different than other living "beings" is the sense of
"self", the ability to think and perceive the world
around us as a separate but integral part of our total
being.

The perceived world is the way in which we view our
surroundings based on the information that we
acquire through ALL of our senses (including ESP,
hunches, etc.).

This information is processed by the mind which
organizes the data into an ordered fashion and often
discards (intentionally and unintentionally) elements
that conflict with the perceptual model.

The resulting perceptual model is the way in which
our mind projects order on the "real world".

2. The "real" world*

In addition to our cognitive self, there is a physical
self. Our physical self resides in a physical world
where there are other people, places and things with
which it must interact.

Our physical self organizes the surroundings around
it to minimize (in the attempt to eradicate) elements
that conflict with its the needs.

The resulting environment is the way in which our
physical self imposes order on the "real world".

* Since everything is filtered through our perceptions, the "real" world is our perception
of the physical world.

The cognitive self combined with the physical self makes us a complete person.
Unfortunately, this cognitive self has different needs and priorities than the physical
self. It is those differences that create the greatest conflict.

EXAMPLES:
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NOTE: This is why we have separated the character story from the plotline.

1. The unresolvable conflict in the perceived world is the basis of the character
conflict/moral Dilemma/character story.

2. The unresolvable conflict in the "real" world is the basis of the plot conflict.

There is also an element in the physical world that represents all that we cannot
control: Chaos.

The first and foremost is that the human mind is in a constant search for balance,
peace, stasis, nirvana, what ever you wish to call it. A state of being where there is no
conflict, not even the conflict of dissatisfaction. Introducing CHAOS. Unfortunately, the
real world constantly presents situations that challenge our abilities to maintain
balance. We try to discover order in chaos or to force order on chaos either through
action or perception. to make order out of chaos.

The decision Making Process or How all of the pieces fit together.

Balance/stasis -- Equilibrium

Introduction of the problem (antagonist)

Going through choices -- each element is given the opportunity to solve problem its
own way.

Each solution is shown to be the wrong solution and places the entire protagonist
group out of balance.

When the PG is out of balance, it is more receptive to temptation (the apparent easy
solution).

Conscience is there to set the PG back into balance.

Once the Emotional, Intellectual, and Skeptic have failed to resolve the problem, it
comes down to the FC to make the MORAL CHOICE.

Once the FC makes a choice there is no more problem.

This is the point of greatest resistence -- must subjugate character to one side of the
other.
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THE BASICS OF A SIMPLE STORY
1. The unresolvable conflict in the perceived world is the basis of the character

conflict/moral Dilemma/character story.

2. The unresolvable conflict in the "real" world is the basis of the plot conflict.

In the Morality Play, a Moral Choice must be made and a Quest is to be sought.

1. The Moral Choice is based on decisions made in the Perceived world.

2. The Quest is based on actions taken in the Real world.

The closer the moral choice and quest are linked, the more focused a story will feel.
Decisions made regarding the moral dilemma that directly impact the actions taken in
the quest enhance the effect of the storytelling on the listener/viewer even more.

In black and white terms, there are four possible combinations of success/failure:

1.

2.

3.

4.

MORAL CHOICE

RIGHT

RIGHT

WRONG

WRONG

QUEST

SUCCESSFUL

UNSUCCESSFUL

SUCCESSFUL

UNSUCCESSFUL

No combination is necessarily more successful than another. Successful storytelling
is based on illiciting the proper response of the listener.

The moral dilemma:

The quest:

Is it right to kill another person.

Find a way to live in comfort (payoff debts +)

ACCORDING TO OUR METHOD:

1. THE MORAL CHOICE IS EMBODIED IN THE CHARACTER STORY

2. THE QUEST IS EMBODIED IN THE STORYLINE

3. THE PLOT IS THE STORY TELLING.

4. THE POINT OF VIEW IS ILLUSTRATED BY THE OUTCOME OF THE MORAL
CHOICE (GOOD OR BAD) AND THE QUEST (SUCCESSFUL OR NOT)
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A. CHARACTERS (Frozen in time)
• Faithful Character

--Common mistake is to call the FC the Protagonist because he drive the plot.

--He drives the plot -- the decisions he makes lead to the development of the plot.

--The one character who will never give up, never loses faith in the quest.

--The FC is the moderator. His interest is to find a solution to each problem in their
problems.

--Each time there is a problem, each character is going to have an opinion. The FC
chooses one and applies it toward the problem. If the solution fails, it does not reflect
on his faith but on the failure of the character that suggested it.

PRIMARY CHARACTER

Motivation (the WHY))
A primary character consists of a complex motivation. A complex motivation is made
up of two opposing desires, a Primary and a Subsidiary. In complex motivation the
power struggle between Primary and Subsidiary motivations (moral internal conflict) is
ever present. Only after a CHOICE has been made between the primary and
subsidiary motivations can the primary character face the final confrontation with the
Antagonist and either succeed or fail. The outcome of the PC's confrontation with the
Antagonist is the PREMISE and the PC's internal conflict is the primary THEME.

The QUEST
The Quest is comprised of two primary elements, the search and the goal. The goal is
that object (or objective) that inexorable draws the Primary Character toward an
inevitable final confrontation with the Antagonist. The Search is the series of paths
which he takes to get there. The Goal is always clear and simple whereas the search
can (and often should to maintain interest) be obscure and convoluted.

ABILITIES -- The Primary character has two essential Abilities
Primary Ability -- an ability directly related to the quest, an ability that makes the
primary character appropriate for the quest and vice versa.

Secondary Ability -- an ability whose main purpose is to make the Primary character
more interesting.

WEAKNESSES -- The Primary Character has two essential weaknesses
Primary weakness -- a weakness that is indirectly related to the quest (very often is the
sidekick)

Secondary Weakness - Minor character flaw or annoying habit.

ANTAGONIST: The Antagonist can be animal, vegetable, mineral, or spiritual;
singular or collective. The Antagonist's purpose and function is to provide the greatest
conceivable hurdle to the primary character's success in his quest.
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The Antagonist is a catalyst.

The Antagonist is often ignorant of the Primary Character's personal dilemma and is
just as often ignorant of the Primary Character as an individual altogether.

GUARDIAN

CONTAGONIST: The contagonist, depending on heroic or tragic, hinders or helps the
Primary Character in his quest. The Contagonist provides the Primary Character with
the opportunity to defeat the Antagonist, the Guardian provides the Primary Character
with the means.

SECONDARY CHARACTERS: In that a human mind consists of Intellect, Emotion,
and Skepticism, the Secondary Characters personify those traits so that we may see
how they each react to the moral question (conflict). They are an externalization of the
Primary Character's internal choices. Each of these characters should be shown to be
unable to succeed on his own against both the Contagonist and the Antagonist.

SIDEKICK: An essentially silent, functional character who acts as a sounding board
for the primary character. The Sidekick's primary function is to allow the PC to
externalize his thoughts while in the process of making a moral decision. The sidekick
has no motivation other than to follow the PC wherever he goes. His allegiance is
solely toward the PC, and although this allegiance may be lost, it may never be
transferred.

The sidekick never intentionally hinders the PC unless he thinks it is for the PC's own
good.

The sidekick may be a weak spot through which the Contagonist or antagonist may
attract the PC.

The sidekick may act as a trump card or may function as a subordinate character to
advance the plot.

SUBORDINATE CHARACTERS: The subordinate characters exist for the sole
purpose of performing necessary functions in the plot the CANNOT be accomplished
by any of the forementioned characters.

Never use a subordinate character unless the major characters cannot perform the
dramatic function.

Never introduce a new subordinate character if one already introduced will do the job.

Use subordinate characters as examples of Thematic material or further amplification
of the contagonist's evil power, the Guardian's good power, the difficulty of the quest,
or any other point that should be intensified.
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1. Characters in the Moral Dilemma
DILEMMA -- An argument or situation which necessitates a choice between
unpleasant alternatives. On the moral level, this is a choice between what one
WANTS to do and what one SHOULD do (desire versus morality). On the plot level,
this is a choice between attempting what one NEEDS to do and what one CAN do
(Necessity versus Ability).

Dilemma - CHOICES

Temptation: Must admit that he is "Morally corrupt" but rationalizes that there is really
nothing morally wrong.

Conscience: says you are "morally corrupt" by even being tempted but offers salvation
through choice. Once you make this decision, will no longer be morally corrupt.

Oyster and the Pearl story.

HOW THE MORAL DILEMMA AFFECTS THE P.G.

Our perception of reality (internal) is that there are not any problems -- WRONG -- the
seeds of doubt pre-exist

External reality presents conflict. (Dilemma perceived as external disruption but is
acutally internal. Plot conflict forces PG to examine own moral flaw.)

FC tries to resolve the conflict -- Fail big time -- PG believes the antagonist will not let
problem go away ..The PG has an inability or unwillingness to recognize that the
problem exists within self. Once that is faced/accepted, PG can make moral choice.

Only when FC recognizes that the problem is within can he make a choice in the moral
dilemma. In reality the problem is within the PG and until that is recognized the PG will
not achieve the Quest. (NOTE: MD can be externalized after Quest has been
achieved if done shortly thereafter or at practically the same time).

Overcome or Succumb to Moral Dilemma

New perceived reality.

CHARACTERS INTERRELATE IN CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

INTRO

• Show Diagram
- Protagonistic Group - The group together embodies all aspects of the protagonist.
Because each of the characters employs a part of the entire response the human mind
to solving a problem .....

Although they can have complex interrelations, we will single each out and examine
them individually before we show how they interact.
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--When the moment of truth comes to make his "moral decision" to be faithful or to give
up the faith, he must choose to be faithful or deny the faith before he can face the final
plot conflict. By his decision he will be proven worthy or unworthy to succeed in the
plot.

In decisions, Emotional balances Intellectual, Skeptic balances Faithful.

SKEPTIC

Balancing character -- Doubting Thomas -- Has no belief in ability to succeed, willing
to try though may have to be convinced. Doubles that a solution can be found, Doubts
that the solutions chosen are proper -- Across the diamond is the greatest conflict --
Greatest internal conflict.

EMOTIONAL

Makes decision based primarily on feelings with disregard to logic.

INTEllECTUAL

Makes decisions based primarily on logic with disregard to feelings.

INTERACTION OF THE 4

Between the four characters there exists the potential of conflict where the greatest
conflict is between opposites. Character types can join forces against others.

SIDEKICK

Mostly a plot device -- bridge between character and plot -- a conduit.

INFLUENCING CHARACTERS

Guardian & Contagonist

Continuing with the analogy that the characters represent aspects of the human mind
when trying to solve a problem, we are going to introduce two additional elements in
the decision process: temptation (the Contagonist) and Conscience (the Guardian).

CONTAGON 1ST

Offers the easy solution but "immoral" solution.

GUARDIAN

Offers the "moral" but more difficult solution.

ANTAGONIST

The antagonist represents the problem to be solved.
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2. Characters in the Quest

Plot characters cannot exist independently of the moral dilemma.

In the simplest of situations there is a direct relationship between the characters in the
moral dilemma and the characters in the Quest. You may select any personality and
character traits (talents & weakness as well) to be the players in your tale. Once done,
you must select some of the characters to be the principal players in the plot.

Plot Character
Faithful Character

Skeptic

Emotional Character

Intellectual

Contagonist

Guardian

Antagonist

Sidekick

PLOT

CHARACTERS

See notes for protagonist group

CONTAGONIST & GUARDIAN

Moral Dilemma
Motivation

Avoidance

Emotion

Reason

Temptation

Conscience

Force that makes us confront the
Moral Dilemma--Critical Self
Awareness

Neutral territory where the "self"
can examine the dilemma

The Contagonist --

The contagonist is there to hinder the PG in the completion of the Quest.

The Guardian --

The guardian is there to assist the PG in the Quest.

The contagonist and guardian are perfectly balanced in their powers. They usually
only meet once in a story and when they do, one (most often the contagonist)
overcomes the other. Generally, neither one has TOO much influence over the PG at
one time.
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ANTAGONIST

The antagonist is the force that is diametrically opposed to the PG successfully
completing the quest. The antagonist does not have to have an invested interest in the
quest itself (though often does).

PLOT

Means of Expression

Intro --

Structure seen character is mirrored in the plot. Although the structure appear to
overlay, there is not necessarily a direct relationship between ...

• The physical players in the story
• The various representations of the moral dilemma
• Various facets of human responses.

Where there must be a decision made about the moral dilemma, the plot characters
must succeed/fail the quest.
\
NOTE: Active Quest/Passive Quest

This does not include Motivation - only physical actions/abilities.

Characters to Complete Quest

FC -- character charged with following the quest to a successful conclusion. He has
the unfailing drive to follow the quest against all obstacles.

Emotional character -- Reacts without regard for the consequences -- impulsive,
makes rash decisions. Uses feelings as primary tool in achieving quest.

Intellectual - Considers all implications of all moves, plans in advance, constantly
analyzing and restructuring plans of action. Uses reason as primary tool for achieving
the quest.

Skeptical - Doubts everything including the ability to successfully complete the quest.
Doubts all courses of action. Doubt abilities of other characters especially the FC.
Doubts own ability (?).
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Sidekick
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3. Characters in the Story
"Characters" only exist in the story. There are two types: Simple & Complex. A simple
characters is a character whose moral motivation aligns with his plot needs. A
complex character (which are usually much more interesting) is a character moral
motivation does not directly align with his plot needs. By definition, the moral
motivation will ultimately take precedence over a character's plot needs.

SIMPLE CHARACTERS

Faithful Character -- Because he is the moderator of the moral dilemma and he is
charged with successfully completing the quest, he is the prime mover in the story and
the plot driver.

Skeptic -- He avoids making a decision in the moral dilemma and is unsure of any
success in the plot. He serves as an inhibitor to action within the PG, generally
preferring inaction or the opposite action of the PG, and thereby balancing the motive
force of the FC.

Emotional - Because he attempts to solve the moral dilemma with his feelings, and
within the plot is an overly emotional characters, he serves to create confusion and
hinders logical and efficient progression toward a successful conclusion.

Intellectual -- As a balance, the IC, because he attempts to solve the MD through
reason and prides himself on his intellectual capacity, he not only tries to keep order in
face of the emotional character but if left unchecked himself would offer the most
logical solution disregarding human feelings.

Sidekick -- As the MD exists within the PG, within the story the Sidekick exists to
provide the arena with which the FC can externalize his feelings about the MD.

Contagonist -- Because he represents temptation, and his plot function is to hinder the
PG in their quest, he functions to provide obstacles along the path to success which
must be overcome to proceed. The obstacle does not have to be a mountain, it can
also be a pit. Contagonist is not necessarily aligned with the Antagonist (mayor in
Jaws).

Guardian -- As a balance to the Contagonist, he represents conscience in the MD, in
the plot represents assistance, and in the story serves to protect the PG and counter
the obstacles of the contagonist.

Antagonist -- On the moral plane he represents critical self awareness, in the plot he is
the "enemy" of the FC, serves in the story as the one character diametrically opposed
to the success of the PG.

This pretty much describes the action adventure story with linear story and simple
characters. If that was the only type of story to be told we could stop here. Because
other proper combinations can be made within this structure, other types of successful
stories can be told.
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The simplest alterations happen when you shift the identity of the characters in the
moral dilemma to other characters in the plot -- you may have a character that is
impassioned with regards to actions in the plot but represents REASON in the moral
dilemma.(etc.). You can also combine elements of the moral dilemma and/or plot into
individual characters.

Each of the above character types has a clear-cut function within a dramatic structure.
In addition, each plays an essential role in developing the THEME and the PREMISE.
One clarification that should be pointed out is that even though we have separated
and labeled these types, on various occasions these types may be combined within
individual characters.

If we wish to use the defeat or success of a secondary character to illustrate a
thematic point, then their success or defeat must be solely attributable to their
motivation.

CHARACTERSINTHESTORY

Synthesizing the characters in the Moral Dilemma and the Quest.

The problem always exists within the PG but were unaware of its existence. The
antagonist serves to illuminate the problem forcing the PG unable to ignore it any
longer. Unwilling to accept imperfection within itself, the PG projects the problem on
the antagonist believing that the antagonist is the cause of the problem when in reality
is only the "harbinger of bad news". So long as the antagonist continues to illuminate
the problem within the PG, the PG cannot ignore the necessity of confronting the moral
decision.
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B. STRUCTURE (Frozen in time)
By definition, the MD provides motivation, the plot provides the situation and the story
are the characters in the situation driven by the MD. In orther words, alone the
characters and plot are frozen in time -- the story is what puts it into motion.

1. The Players
Character relationships.
Wihout the motivation provided by the MD there is no impetus to drive the characters in
the story forward. USING SIMPLE CHARACTERS TO EXPLAIN EXAMPLES.

FC -- Blind faith driven by motivation. In the story, he will pursue the quest no matter
what obstacles are put in his way to a final conclusion. He will never give up because
his moral plane provides him with undying motivation and his blind faith ... unshakable
from the quest.

SKEPTIC -- Need to avoid making a moral decision combined with his belief in
ultimate failure in completing the quest makes him drag his heels, always bring up the
negative side and constantly challenges the value of continuing the quest.

EMOTIONAL -- Driven by his feelings combined with his frenetic plot personality leads
him to make rash decisions, confuse issues, and throw chaos into otherwise organized
plans. He adds unpredictability to the story.

INTELLECTUAL -- Driven by reason combined with a calm (sometimes cold)
demeanor creates a story character who offers 1I0gicai decisions, often at the expense
of human feelings.

CONTAGONIST -- Pulling the FC with temptation toward the improper moral choice,
the Contagonist strengthens that position by hindering the FC in his quest, so that the
quest becomes more difficult and the apparent easiy way presented by the improper
moral choice becomes more attractive.

GUARDIAN -- Acting as the FC's conscience, the guardian neutralizes the contagonist
in his plot hinderences and directs the FC toward making the proper moral choice.

ANTAGONIST -- Continually shining the light of critical self awareness on the PG
moral flaw, combined with his position diametrically opposed in the quest, the
presence of the antagonist forces the PG to make a choice in the MD and "conquer"
him to be successful in the quest.

SIDEKICK -- Providing the neutral upon which Motivation can consider the moral
dilemma, and offering the opportunity for the FC to externalize his thoughts, the
sidekick becomes intimately attached to the FC and thereby can be used as a plot
device as the PG Achilles' heel.

2. The Playing Field
The quest is the physical goal
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Represents the setting, time limit, and other elements that are necessary for making
the decision in the Moral Dilemma. It is completely artificial and is determined by the
storyteller. This will be discussed later.
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3. Structure of the Story
Each character needs:

INTRODUCTION -- Where the audience is told why the character is part
of the plot and/or what they represent in the moral dilemma. If this is
missing the audience won't know why the character is in the story.

INTERACTION --

CONCLUSION

The SETUP -- A STATE OF STASIS

These are all the potential tools that may/will be employed during the story -- these
include settings, set pieces, time elements, character talents, etc, Some are hidden,
others should be obvious.

Potential works best in a story when it meets resistence -- conflict.

Putting the story in motion,

The RULE OF THREE

-- Three interactions between FC and ...

All primary characters must have at least three interactions with EACH of the other
primary characters. You can combine interactions of different characters into one
interaction (I & E meet Con).

Interaction does not have to happen onscreen -- can happen off screen, in pre history,
even after the story telling is over. But we must have some idea that all of the
interactions happened/will happen.

Introduction
Interaction
Conclusion

=============================

•. Subplots
•. Shifting the MD with Plot characters
., Plot character SWITCHEROO
., Complex characters in a simple story
•. Simple characters in a complex story
•. Relay race
., Groups representing simple/complex story
•. Multiple stories
., Continuing stories
., Mini-Series
., Soaps
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., Episodic TV

., Multistory Episodic

SUBPLOTS

Subplots are satellite stories. Any character can have a satellite story but the most tied
(thematic, MD, Quest) or essential characters should have precedence if you are going
to spend lots of story time on them.

Can (should) be a corollary:
Take ancillary character of MC and put them as FC in subplot.
Other characters can act as other roles in MD subplot. If you switch their roles it make
the characters seem more well rounded,
Be careful giving your FC his own subplot. If you do (which is tricky) you should avoid
having the characters in the MD of one interreact with their counterpart in the other.

SHIFTING MD CHARACTERS WI PLOT CHARACTERS

The first level of complexity is to "mix and match" characters' MD with Plot characters.

Example: Calm person is irrational with regards to MD
Frenetic person who reps. Reason in MD

Easiest to switch across the circle.

===================================
STORY TELLING

THEME - A subject or topic on which a person writes or speaks; anything proposed as
a subject of discussion or discourse; as, the speaker made education his theme.
Ideally the theme should be integral with the Moral Dilemma.

POINT OF VIEW -- Autonomous of all else - exists without story - is revealed through
theme, outcome of moral dilemma, out come of quest, and storytelling devices.

PACING -- (Story time) Balance of theme, MD, POV, and story telling devices.

STORYTELLER

AUDIENCE

C. TIMELINE (Going from A to Z)

1. Character Relationships

2. Thematics
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3. Timing (Story Logistics)

4. Storytelling Techniques

5. Subplots

COMPLEX STORIES

Episodic Television

Parallel Storylines

Ensemble

Road Picture

One man show

BREAKING THE RULES
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